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UNITY AUDIO PRESENTS:

THE BOULDER MKII

Forward

Unity Audio are now shipping the new Unity Audio Boulder MK II. The 3 way active monitor will
retain all the great attributes of the original MK I, for example the same Baltic Birch sealed plywood
cabinet, albeit larger to accommodate the two new 8" SEAS woofers, the original ELAC coaxial 5"
midrange with 50kHz folded ribbon tweeter, and the same custom E.A.R Class A/B amplifiers and
crossover.
The results of the 4x 8" woofers over the previous 4x 6.5" woofers is an increase of 4dB in SPL figures
and even more low frequency extension with the -3dB point in the low 30Hz region and -3dB at
36kHz.
The Boulder MkII has the same fast tight transients with the bass being reproduced perfectly as
before but now delivered with detailed sub frequencies too as the 8” woofers move a lot more air and
the user can feel the bass now as well as hear it!
The new SEAS 8” woofers also produce even more clarity and detail in the lower mids, up to the
crossover point for the 5” mid driver. The folded ribbon tweeter is now measuring -3dB at 36kHz,
with a really flat and smooth all the way from the mids crossover point.
The Boulder MkII is now available to order! Unity are also offering Boulder MkI customers the
opportunity to upgrade their MkIs to MkIIs. For more information please email
sales@unityaudio.co.uk
Boulder MkII UK £4998.00 ex VAT the pair
EU = €6100 (pair) / US = $8140 (pair)

“Tests with existing Boulder users and
dealers has been amazing, everyone loves the
MK II and many have ordered upgrades for
their MkI's which is possible as in the past we
supported Rock MkI customers by offering
MKII upgrades. With the Boulder MKII
we've hit that balance of having a really
super accurate detailed monitor for mixing
but is also a fantastic vibey monitor to work
while writing and tracking a band”.
Kevin Walker – Unity Audio Ltd MD

THE PEBBLE & BAM-BAM ARE

NOW SHIPPING

THE PEBBLE
Like the existing Rock, Boulder and Avalanche sub-woofer monitor models, the Pebble will have a
sealed cabinet for fast accurate bass reproduction and feature the same internal cabinet Aperiodic
Vent like the Avalanche sub-woofer for extended low frequency range. The Pebbles will be sold and
packaged as a pair and will feature a high quality 5" woofer and soft dome tweeter with 2x 180 watt
OEM discrete amplifiers and custom crossover. The new models are built with different components
to the existing range but still feature high quality parts that are built and tested in the UK.
Designed for critical near-field desktop applications and for those wanting brutally honest
monitoring but at a more affordable price point The Pebble will outperform the competition in
similar sized cabinets and even larger ones too.

THE PEBBLE PRICING
UK £1198 ex VAT / Pair

EU €1450 / Pair

US $1799 / Pair

THE BAM-BAM
The Bam-Bam is a new concept, again it's a sealed Aperiodic Vent cabinet design and has the same
dimensions as The Pebble but it features a single 7" woofer with the same 180 watt discrete amplifier
as The Pebble.
The Bam-Bam is not a sub-woofer but should be thought of as an expansion of The Pebble. The Bam
Bam will be packed and sold in pairs to run next to or underneath The Pebbles. It transforms The
Pebble into a 3 way system with the bass woofer housed in a separate cabinet which will totally
eliminate unwanted low frequency cabinet resonance in The Pebble mid and HF range to extend low
frequency response and increase SPL. Interconnect cables running power and audio will be supplied
with the Bam-Bam package to link audio and power through from The Pebbles.
The Pebble & Bam-Bam are exciting additions to the Unity Audio studio monitoring family, which
are used by high profile artists, engineers and producers such as Coldplay, Queens of the Stone Age,
Alan Moulder, Mike Crossey. These products will expand Unity Audio's market by making
professional monitoring more affordable to home studio users and pros alike.

THE BAM-BAM PRICING

UK £1040 ex VAT / Pair

EU €1250 / Pair
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US $1599 / Pair
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